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About the project "Algebra of signatures"
The Algebra of Signatures (abbreviated “Alsigna”) is a synthesis of scientific and religious ideas
about human reality.
The basis of this synthesis may be illustrated by several specific examples.
In the following, by “TORAH”(“TEACHINGS”) we understand the written and oral Judaic traditions, largely consistent with
the ancient religious beliefs of the wise men of Babylon, Egypt, Arabia, Persia, Greece, India and China.
1. The TORAH Says: "The ALL-HIGH created the world
from NOTHING". For Alsigna, this is a clear indication of the need
for a full geometrization of the scientific concepts and the development of the "vacuum" of physics. This means that there is no material
(substantial) foundation of the universe endowed with mass. There
are only local and global distortions, torsions, displacements, rotations and other deformations of an empty abyss (i.e, "vacuum").
The Kabbalistic concept of Ein Sof (INFINITE ABSENCE,
NOTHING) is extremely complex, therefore the concept "vacuum",
as a reflection of NOTHING in this world, is also extremely complex.

Fluctuations of the "vacuum"
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2. The TORAH Says: "As above, so below." From this, Alsigna sees an indication that the
UNIVERSE comprises a plurality of Layers (Worlds) with varying degrees of manifestation. In addition,
each world is the result of local and global deformation of it corresponding "vacuum" with a certain degree of sensitivity. At the same time, this statement of the TORAH says that all worlds are alike, so by
learning one of them, to some extent we grasp the essence of the existence of each World individually as
well as of the UNIVERSE in its entirety.

Similarity of the Worlds

3. The TORAH Says: "Each World and the entire UNIVERSE were constructed by the ALLHIGH on the basis of different algorithms revealed in the four-letter Name of the ALL-HIGH

ה-ו-ה-י

(Yod-He-Vav-He, TETRAGRAMMATON). To these algorithms include: Alef-Bet (Alphabet), Miluy
(Filling), Ribuy (Multiplicity), Prisa (Realization), Tmorot (Permutations), Gematria (Matching numbers to letters and words), the Etz Chaim (Tree of Life or Tree of the Sephiroth), Vocalisation (Sound),
etc. In this regard Alsigna builds the light-geometrical "vacuum" relying on all of the above-mentioned
algorithms revealed by the Tetragrammaton. This Sanctified Name of the Almighty is suitable for the
description of metrics of the light-geometry of Alsigna, underlying the dynamic properties of each
"Vacuum" which forms the basis of a corresponding World.
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One of the many ways of discovery of a World based on
revelations about the Name of the ALL-HIGH

ה-ו-ה-( יYod-He-Vav-He).
This Structure is taken from the Sidur (Order of Prayer) of
Sar Shalom Sharabi, also known as Rashash
In the framework of Alsigna light-geometry, different "vacuums" of nested worlds are distinguished from one another only by two main parameters:
- propagation velocity of wave perturbations (light) cj in its corresponding empty space ("Vacuum").
The more sensitive the "Vacuum", the higher the speed of propagation of the wave perturbation therein:
cj < cj+1;
- radius of theWorld (3-D spherical layer of the UNIVERSE) Ri..

4. The TORA says: "The UNIVERSE is the germ of a human embryo developing inside the MOTHER's uterus." Therefore, in the framework of Alsigna,
the development of the universe is not a result of a “big bang”, but the result of the
conception and development of the human child inside the results origin and development of human baby inside the MOTHER’s expanding womb. All processes
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at different levels (layers) of the UNIVERSE are similar; therefore the physics of Alsigna is that of the
biology of unicellular and multicellular organisms, and each spherical particle (cell) of any of the
Worlds is a micro- or macro-womb enclosing an embryo.

All stable vacuum formations (particles, bacteria, planets, galaxies, etc.)
are different stages of development of a human-like embryo

Inquisitive minds will find in Alsigna many other similar examples showing that the Holy TORAH is the guiding LIGHT (i.e., the deep underlying PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS) for the development
of mathematical and physical models of the Algebra of Signatures.
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Alsigna encounters rejection in modern of scientific circles
because it states:
there is NO matter, NO mass, NO physical time....
There is nothing except:
extremely complex and spatially changing metamorphosis of the VOID,
the essence of defined expressions of desire

OF THE GRANDIOSE MIND,
the Creator of All out of Nothing on the basis of the algorithm revealed by
HIS Great and Terrible Name

יהוה
- -

-

«Some trust in chariots, and some in horses; but we will make mention
of the name of the LORD our God. They are bowed down and fallen;
but we are risen, and stand upright». (Psalms 20: 8-9)

